
Bed, Breakfast: Coups diplomatiques à la Murree  
Cut-Up from The Express Tribune, Pakistani newspaper article “Pakistan pulls off ‘diplomatic 
coup’ at Murree huddle” VI 24/2019-74 - Performed JC+JR VI 26/74 from reference “Bed and 
Breakfast” [Related words to “Murree”, “Bed and Breakfast” taken from Neeta dream of serial 
killer in bed and breakfast complex in EH.] 
 
Most of the Afghan politicians who attended [tea] with no understanding of EH bardo, 
or, S was to bring all Afghan groups on the negotiating, being responsible for the mess 
Afghanistan is. 
 
“Only, with some memory/ordering,” said the participant while requesting anonymity.  
Added, “but at the conference, they had difference varies upon individual.” 
 
“In attendance were 3: very limited awareness of the B  
Pakistan key to bringing role. Thing short of a diplomatic coup,” said an officia . 1

 
Mohammad Moha  connection to real world. Layer a prole in the peace process, S at the tourist 2

resort of CE. (Adviser and preside[r of] - (manipulation/corruption is possible term) - key Afghan 
groups in Pakistan. It wanted to work with all - [as] many as 57 delegates - including prominent 
Afghan figures, mostly non-Designation ACTIVE DREAMER) 
 
e  [From] US and Taliban in Doha: each of finding an elusive long conference in Bhurban 3

organised by a Lahore-based think-tank as per Mohammad 
 
Fouzia Kofi, “The initiative enjoys the full numerative. I who was involved in arranging the 
[current] and former national security platform to all Afghan groups. Understands implications 
with CREATURE. Individual awareness and will are extremely limited, though 
[Half-ganistan/HA-fghanistan] Hanif Atmar moot.” 
 
{O as in proxy/projection/manipulation-trolled by will of external entities. 
Almost always recognizable in form as shaking [ter ].} 4

 
AWARENESS LEVELS: (abbv. A_) upcoming visit of President Ashr  
Politicians, who were skeptical of Pakistan’s Pashtun, held a future. 
 
1: Full awareness of EH schema. “Looking to play a positive role in tation ,” he added, while 5

explaining his use of the art of Track II. (Shamshad Ahmed, former foreign S) 
 

1 Officia - Latin - office 
2 Moha - Buddhist concept of character affliction or poison, and refers to "delusion, confusion, dullness" 
3 Shortened “ex” Latin. As in “E pluribus unum” - “out of,” “from” 
4 “tre-” as prefix of PIE “to shake” from which “terror” is derived, or perhaps “ter” as meaning “thrice, third” 
5 Meaning “diuresis, increasing of urine flow” in some metaphorical sense via Tation, a loop diuretic. 



“Complex functions within EH bard-ernment that wants to provide A, against this backdrop, the 
done-behind-the-scenes to convince” [S] (organized the Bhurban conference, Designation 
ACTIVE AGENT), said one of the organizers of the significance, as Pakistan is on al 
relationship with certain Afghan 
 
Dialogue: 
S not understand connection to real world. May used to engage with the Afghan government 
directly. T  among the Afghan groups, non-Pashtun figures on board. He is expected to visit 6

some time. Susceptible to manipulation/corruption. Ups worried that they may be excluded from 
the process. Situation may lead to another. The Afghan groups to attend the meeting. A lot of 
work was (w)hole idea behind the Lahore Proce-- Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Karim Khalili, at the 
time no politicians dating back to his service days. Shamishad’s purse. 
 
5: PROXY decide the future of their country. Mohammad al-Qiq, Younus Oanooni, Ismail Khan,  
So far the Taliban have ref [referenced, refereed], Pakistan played host to prominent Afghan 
politician, also helped bring noted. Chain of responsibility-- He said the process would not entail 
candidate for the upcoming elections in government and other ground, the country was sending 
a clear message: that Taliban were not invited at “The W.”  
 
“It was no, are looking for face-saving, spective  of their ethnicity - for the larger objective peace 7

in Afghanistan” -- Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.  
Afghan refugees regard (P/R/F ) table to conference. 8

 
“Pakistan,” officials said, “wants he conference, publicly accuse mer [part] Afghan president 
Hamid Karzai was also willing to attend the con cycle of a civil war.” 
 
In, said one of the Pakistani pa-ference but couldn’t say [KE ] it due to certain demands that the 9

organisers said were difficult to m 
AF Ghani also assumes greatent thoughts and were positive about at a short notice. Backing of 
the Pakistani gov. _ecretary and head of the Lahor, facilitating an all-inclusive dialogue. 
 

6 Statistics - T value is test statistic 
7 Spective - An action of direct cognition, drawn from a derivative of sub conches recognitions of 
synergetic associations. 
 
8 P-value (level of marginal significance within a statistical hypothesis test representing the probability of 
the occurrence of a given event. Used as an alternative to rejection points to provide the smallest level of 
significance at which the null hypothesis would be rejected.) 
R Table (Pearson’s Correlation Table, determining correlation coefficient r) 
F-value (In general, if your calculated F value in a test is larger than your F statistic, you can reject the 
null hypothesis. The p value is determined by the F statistic and is the probability your results could have 
happened by chance.) 
9 Reference to KE Family, Pakistani-British family exhibiting genetic verbal ataxia, historic study 



To avoid that scenario, as such A / S to sort out their differences, said the initiative was meant 
to real world. May perform ISLAMABAD 
When e-based think-tank that [have been/were being] planned. Although the “The gathering of 
Pakistan as home he-Afghan” inactivity, Murree at the week help start “instra-Afghan” retrial  
Likely to attend meetings in talkings between the latter.  
S with the US, Afghan groups -- eerie.  
Even those Afghanan was seen as important given the upcoming. 
Stop there, as more meetings (various dates) to no lucidity or awareness of dreaming peace 
deal. Accepted our Invi. earlier next month. 
 
Conference, the insurgents are on and proactive care. Responses may vary. 
 
For as 4: No awareness - D Islamabad of  
2: Limited awareness of EH schema.  
Doe mal day 
Note: if encounter -cipants and [F-value] EH framework limited, perform limited functions within 
EH bardo 
Initi-- vulnerable to man-out  
Pakistan is ED, approach with CAUTI  10

Designation SLEEPY AGENT 
Designation PASS 
Ipulation and corruption IVE DREAMER 
EH framework, v pears as dream e, through resistor 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 catheter-associated urinary tract infection 


